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Basic

Reverse rowing system

Forward rowing system

The best people
make the best products.
Our people are dedicated to the
details and are enthusiastic about
making the very best product.

Sail

We have these people at Row & Sail. Jochum Bierma, the founder of Row & Sail, works with a team of experts,
each of whom is dedicated to perfecting each detail until a superior product is formed from the sum of its parts.
Our designers and engineers are not under any pressures from a timeline, which removes any excuses to compromise for anything less than perfection. We have already invested several years in the development of the
XCAT; time that you need to launch onto the market a unique boat that sets new standards in every sector rather
than copying something that already exists. Innovation is only possible if you question things that have always
been a certain way and which many people believed could not be improved. At Row & Sail, quality begins with
the selection of the best materials, with details that others do not even notice, and in particular with testing the
actual product to such an extent that we are one hundred percent sure that even the most critical customer will
be satisfied with the final product.
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Basic

The world‘s first hard-hulled
catamaran that can easily be
transported on the roof of your car.
No tools required.
Roof rack compatible.
The XCAT Basic consists of just five parts that
you can easily transport and store on any
normal car.
Two hulls, two cross-bars and center section consisting of the trampoline and side beams.
It all adds up to 55 kilograms (121 pounds).
5 parts that you can carry, transport, assemble
and dismantle all on your own.
None of the individual parts weighs more
than 17.5 kilograms (38.5 pounds).

To transport your XCAT you do not need a
boat trailer, or a special roof rack.
All you need are a couple of accessories for
your roof rack that make transporting your
XCAT on the roof of your car safe and easy.
Roof rack accessories # 980 807

for Thule Aerobar, VW and other makes,
2 support profiles, connection units,
2 straps 25 mm (1 in) - 2.8 m (9 ft. 2 in.),
2 straps 18 mm (¾ in) - 1.25 m (4 ft. 1 in.)

The XCAT Basic can be assembled in 3 minutes.

The hulls are filled with EPP particle foam, extremely
resistant to impact, unsinkable and virtually indestructible. And yet, thanks to the foam core they are very light
and stable. The foam cores also transmits forces efficiently from the crossbars to the hulls and vice-versa.

Length: 5.0 m (16 ft. 5 in.)
Width: 2.08 m (6 ft. 10 in)
Height: 0.55 m (21.65 in.)
Load capacity: 260 kg (573 lbs)
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XCAT BASIC
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Basic
Serious fun,
laid-back go-getter, specialist
for multi-functionality.
You could almost say that these attributes do not go together.
Yet the XCAT brings them together in a way that you would not
expect from a boat in this class.
The XCAT is a true „multi-sport catamaran“ that does not
limit you to one discipline. The starting point for all model
options is the XCAT Basic. From there you can add-on
whatever you like, whenever you like.
Discover the XCAT - the most versatile catamaran
you have ever seen!
Precise steering with Tiller-Fix
while Stand Up Paddling on
the XCAT.

The hull skin is HDPE
A weatherproof, impact resistant and dirt repellent
plastic that is easy to clean. Even mussels can be
easily removed.
Environmentally friendly
HDPE and EPP are both very
environmentally friendly
and easy to recycle.
Low hulls
make a swim ladder unnecessary.
A major safety aspect when
sailing single-handed.
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XCAT BASIC

High quality Textilene©
is the material we use for the trampoline netting.
This is a hard-wearing, high-tech fabric with unique
characteristics: weatherproof, breathable, easy to
clean, mold and mildew resistant and self tensioning.

Frame parts are made from anodized aluminum
Stainless steel fittings and synthetic parts ensure
durability and resistance against sea water.

XCAT BASIC
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Sail

The
can be steered by simply

shifting your weight
fore and aft.
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XCAT SAIL

That is a unique feature.
Steer by trimming the balance.
Extremely smooth in the water thanks to the hulls which are optimized
for rowing. Plenty of speed with just a little wind. A short mast and generous size sail (8.4 m² or 90.5 ft²) lends itself to safety.
But fast:
1-2 Bft. = 10 km/h , 2-3 Bft. = 20 km/h , 4-5 Bft. = 28 km/h, especially thanks to its low
weight of just 75 kg (165 lbs) (boat + sailing rig).

Read more: XCAT sail with optimised airflow

XCAT SAIL
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Sail

XCAT SAIL WITH
OPTIMISED AIRFLOW
Sailing boats are powered by two effects: the force of
the wind acting directly on the sail and the flow of air
around the sail, which draws the sail into a pocket of
low pressure.
From a flow dynamics point of view, sails behave in a
similar way to the wings of an aircraft. The curvature
of the sail produces complex aerodynamic forces and

flows around the sail. The different flow velocities of
the luff and lee sides of the laminar flow along the sail
cause a suction (aerodynamic lift) that draws the surface of the XCAT sail to lee, and therefore forwards.
The decisive factor for the effectiveness of the sail
is the airflow on the lee side. An ingeniously simple
attachment of the luff with offset loops around the
carbon mast on the XCAT works in the same way as
a complex, rotatable profile mast to amplify laminar
flow along the lee of the XCAT sail.

VERY FAST ASSSEMBLY
A quick sail in the afternoon?
With an assembly time of just 12 minutes, that‘s no problem.
And of course no tools are needed. You can also rig the mast while afloat.
That‘s essential for touring and trekking.
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Total weight 20 kg (44 lbs)

OPTIONAL SAILING GEAR

Total Aerodynamic Lift Force

No annoying clipping from the sail
leech in the mastkeep.
Safety first
The sail always slides down easily,
if it has to go quickly.
Hiking Seat # 980 432
with mounting for sculls or SUP
paddle modular – mounted on
the side beam. (1 pair)
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XCAT SAIL

Bow net Sail # 980 427
For stowing luggage and stabilize
the bowsprit with the Sail option.

Foot straps # 980 433
for hiking. (1 pair)

XCAT SAIL
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Sail

Very simple Genoa sheet system
with Barber hauler
for optimum sail trim.

Genoa sheet with Barber hauler is
clamped on the boat centerline, like
the main sheet. Intuitive system that
is easy to use.

Automatic counter-steering
When turning through the wind with
the Genoa still on the windward side
and the boat starts to move back, the
rudder automatically swings over to
counter-steer, a technique familiar to
catamaran sailors. And always at the
right moment. Exactly when the boat
actually starts to move backwards.
A huge advantage when sailing
single-handed.

Rudder with grounding protection
is simply slotted in and secured in
place.

Sail batten tensioner
Tensioning with less effort

Dyneema shrouds
As strong as a steel cable but as flexible
and soft as a cord. The clamping block is
quickly fitted with its integrated pulley for
the Genoa sheet.

Genoa sheet connection
- easy without knots

Continuous line furler
- simple and reliable

Bowsprit with high-strength carbon
tube for the toughest conditions.

Approved for: 1-3 persons and a payload
totaling approx. 240 kg (529 lbs)
Design category: C
Width: 2.08 m (6 ft. 10 in.) / Length: 5.0 m (16 ft. 5 in.) / Height: 5.1 m (16 ft. 9 in.)
Total weight: 75 kg (165 lbs) (Basic boat + complete sail option)
Mast length: 4.5 m (14 ft. 9 in.) (2-piece)
Total sail area: 8.4 m² (90.5 ft²) Main sail: 5.2 m², (56 ft²) Genoa: 3.2 m² or 35 ft²)
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Sail
Automatic heave to for a break on the water:
the XCAT does it with finesse by counter-steering automatically.
Haul in the main sheet, roll in the jib, shift your weight to the front
and the XCAT does the rest automatically: the boat turns into the
wind, moves back, the rudder counter-steers the stern to port or
starboard and the boat moves forwards again. As it turns into the
wind again it repeats the whole cycle, but in the other direction.
The result: the XCAT swings in the wind between 15° to port and 15°
to starboard, and that works even when a storm suddenly develops.
Safety that only the XCAT can offer.
Genoa style head sail instead of a jib
Provides excellent power and can be rolled in quickly
with the endless roller.
Main sail with 6 easy-to-fit sail battens.
Strong and tough 6 oz. Dacron sail cloth.

The XCAT does not need a dagger board
The shape of the hull with its full-length keels prevents leeway.

Advantages:
1 Thanks to the hull keels, the XCAT is unbelievably smooth in the
water and virtually has an integrated self-steering system. On 		
the XCAT you can simply let go of the tiller and control the boat
by shifting your weight. Move your weight forward and the XCAT
luffs up into the wind regardless of the direction it is coming from.
Move your weight aft and the XCAT steers away from the wind.
That is simply awesome.
2 Boats with a dagger board only hold their course if they are steered with care. On longer trips it is tiring to have to always concentrate on steering.
3 No problem running up on the beach
4 No sensitive folding dagger board design
5 Low risk of capsizing
(Side pressure on dagger board increases the tendency to capsize)

No sailing license required!
However, we recommend that you learn the basics of sailing (from
a book or online) or do a sailing course. Ideally, the sailing school
should teach you using an XCAT to practice on.
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7 COMPONENTS + BAG
TOTAL 14.5 kg (32 lbs)

Weight of each RowVista
forward rowing scull: 3.9 kg (8.5 lbs)

Row in the direction you’re facing
RowVista forward rowing system offer the same performance as
traditional rowing configurations.
An adjustable-stop limits movement to the rear so that you can row without using foot straps. Very comfortable if you want to row barefoot in summer.
The adjustable oarlocks snap onto the side beams without the need for tools. The sliding seat runs
smoothly and quietly along the center beam on six ball bearings. The foot stretcher unit can be inserted
onto the center beam and can be locked in 5 positions for optimum weight distribution.
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ROW VISTA

Big Blade

ROW VISTA
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A TECHNICAL
MASTERPIECE
The world‘s best forward rowing
system with blade feathering.*

A sensation: Oar blade feathering
despite reverse direction
This is a real first for forward rowing systems. And it is even
easier to rotate than with classic rowing systems because the
axis is mounted on ball bearings.
* Over the past 100 years, more than 250 patents have
been registered for forward rowing systems. None are
practical due to inadequate feathering systems. The
RowVista system holds both national and international
patents, and pending patents.
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ROW VISTA

Rotation is limited in both directions so that the blade is
always in the right position. As a result, rowing with RowVista
is easier to learn than classic rowing. No energy is wasted
thanks to the highly efficient linkage. The handle shaft and
blade shaft can be folded up and are self-locking.
ROW VISTA
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During sailing, the oars are folded
together and can be stowed under the
seat. With a length of 2.06 m (6 ft. 9 in.)
when folded up, they are easy to transport inside your car, or on the roof rack.
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ROW VISTA

ROW VISTA
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7 COMPONENTS + BAG
TOTAL 10 kg (22 lbs)

Classic reverse rowing
Rowing in reverse in the way it has been done for hundreds of years.
A catamaran gives you immense stability and
as a result a high level of safety.
An adjustable-stop limits movement to the rear so that you can row without using foot straps. Very comfortable if you want to row barefoot in the summer.
The adjustable oarlocks clamp onto the side beams without the need for tools. The height of the oarlocks
can be adjusted using different sized spacer bushes. The sliding seat runs smoothly and quietly along the
center beam on six ball bearings. The foot stretcher unit is inserted onto the center beam
and can be locked in 5 positions for optimum weight distribution.
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ROW MOTION

Big Blade

ROW MOTION
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During sailing, the oars are folded together and can
be stowed under the seat. (optional)

Bow net for the Optimal
Basic Boat for stowing luggage on longer tours. (optional)

Second seat on the center beam
For a passenger or rowing partner.
Can be inserted onto the center
beam. Good weight distribution
thanks to central position. (optional)

Sculls with carbon fiber tube
anodized aluminum grip section
with handy Martinoli grip, original
sleeve for easy blade feathering with
adjustable cuff.
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ROW MOTION

ROW MOTION
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ACCESSORIES

Hiking Seats # 980 432

Bow net Sail # 980 427

Hiking straps # 980 433

Strap (loose) # 980 407

with mounting for sculls or SUP
paddle modular – mounted on the
side beam. (1 pair)

For stowing luggage and stabilize
the bowsprit with the Sail option.

Bow net Rowing # 980 441

For stowing luggage on extended trips
with the Basic boat.

SUP - Package # 980 442

Steeringrudder + Tiller-Fix
Ideal for SUP on the XCAT Basic.

FROM PRACTICAL
CARGO NET DOWN
TO THE ANCHOR

for hiking (1 pair)

2 units, each with 2 pneumatic tires.
dia. 260 x 85 wide (8 in. x 3.35 in.)

Roof rack accessories # 980 807

Extra crossbar with motor mount

Universal outboard bracket

Long Bag # 980 005

Crossbar Bag # 980 006

Small Bag # 980 007

Additional seat on the center beam

Fender # 980 401

Clamping block Borika Fasten

Clamping block Railblaza

Velcro strap # 980 017

# 085 401
Combinable with rudder.

2.55 m (8 ft 4 in) x 0.4 m (1 ft 4 in)
for transporting RowVista forward
rowing sculls and mast.

can be attached to the side beam.
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Launching cradles # 980 416

25 mm - 2,8 m (1 in x 9 ft 2 in)
Strap (loose) # 980 408
18 mm - 1,25 m (.75 in x 4 ft 1 in)

XCAT ACCESSORIES

# 085 803
replaces the rudder.

2.20 m (7 ft 3 in) x 0.4 m (1 ft 4 in)
bag for stowing and transporting the
aluminum crossbars and/or Sail option
without mast.

# 980 428
Basic mounting for Borika Fasten accessories, is fitted to the side beam.

Motor mount on crossbar # 085 403
Combinable with rudder,
instead of the original crossbar.

0.4 m (1 ft 4 in) x 0.3 m (12 in) x
0.2 m (8 ft) bag for roller seat, foot
board and stopper (with enough
space for extra accessories), included
with RowVista and RowMotion.

# 980 438
Basic mounting for Railblaza accessories,
is fitted to the side beam.

fits on Thule Aerobar, VW and other
2x anti-slip support profile for T-profile roof rack,
1x connection unit,
2x strap red 25 mm (1 in) - 2.8 m (9 ft. 2 in.),
2x strap black 18 mm (¾ in) - 1.25 m (4 ft. 1 in.)

# 980 434
With sturdy mounting and synthetic jaws.
Trimming the weight and comfortable for the
passenger.

30 x 550 mm (1.18 in x
21.65 in) for securing different parts during sailing.

SUP paddel Carbon # 980 003

Adjustable paddle (180 to 220 cm or 5 ft.
10 in. to 7 ft 3 in) with carbon shaft for
Stand Up Paddling or as a spare paddle
for sailing.

Dry Bag # 980 018

Robust rugged TPU bag
good overview and access from the center.
Volume approx. 30 liters ( 8 US Gal.),
approx. 50 x 50 x 12 cm (19.7 x 19.7 x 4.7 in)

Velcro strap # 980 016

25 x 300 mm (1 in x 12 in)
for fixing the furled Genoa.
300 mm (12 in) long and 25 mm
(1 in) wide.

Life jacket
S # 980 609
M # 980 610
L # 980 611

Launching trolley # 980 421

with full-width axle and two
pneumatic tires.
dia. 400 x 100 wide (15.74 in x 4.0 in)

Stainless steel anchor # 980 405
Incl. 15 m (50 ft.) line and
soft-shell bag.

Tiller-Fix # 980 440
Easy stabilization of the tiller,
can be adjusted precisely.
Ideal for stand up paddling
and sailing single-handed.

Masthead Float # 980 415
2 float sections, fixing belt to
mount to the sail-top.

XCAT ACCESSORIES
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